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A ranking is a ranking,
a ranking is not …
assessment A tool for accreditation of Higher Education Institutions 
U-Multirank. The EU funded Ranking is providing in-depth 
analysis for only 800 universities (including about 400 of the 
HEIs in the Bologna area, less than 10% of the total)
scientific A tool for summarizing research performance
Bibliometricians had proposed more than 300 indicators, but 
they were unable to avoid the success of the infamous Impact 
Factor and the mathematically unreliable h-index.
policy 
oriented
A tool for adopting long term national strategies
“Best” strategies for improving in ARWU ranking: Wild merging
of universities and contracting short visits of Nobel awardees or 
highly cited researchers in exchange of affiliation
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A biased introduction to the 
main Global rankings
Excellence-
based
ARWU (Shanghai) 
First one (2013) to introduce a composite indicator combining variables that 
involving low value ranks, making it valid only for a limited range of top institutions
Survey-
based
THE, QS
Subjective opinions of a large poll geographically and culturally biased, respondents 
without enough comparative knowledge to make educated guesses
Bibliometric-
based
Leiden, Scimago
NTU (Taiwan), URAP (Turkey)
Only one mission (research) evaluated, conflicting opinions about the best 
indicators and proposals of models without enough theoretical justification
Webometrics-
based
Ranking Web
Indirect measuring of all the missions assuming web presence is correlated and 
reflect the activities, results, performance and prestige of the University
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4Only 13 universities truly ranked
5UK bias in UK Rankings
– 4 from Top10 in QS
– 3 from Top10 in THE
Commercial editors of Rankings
6Mistakes in the URAP Ranking
Principia guiding the
Ranking Web (Webometrics)
global coverage Every Higher Education Institution 
More than 22 000 Universities plus 9 000 Research Institutions, including 
developing countries currently not covered in other rankings
comprehensive All the missions
Including the so-called third mission (Internationalization, Knowledge & 
Technology Transfer, Community Engagement) and, of course, Teaching and 
Research too
useful End-users oriented
Indicators supporting policies of transparent governance, excellence in the 
publication, open access to the results,  commitment to new teaching virtual 
environments
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Additional facts about the 
Ranking Web (Webometrics)
authority Edited by public-funded research body, not a private for-profit 
company
Cybermetrics Lab is a research group belonging to the largest public
governmental (non-profit) research body in Spain
target It ranks universities, not websites
Popularity (number of visits or visitors) are not taken into account / Web design 
(usability) is irrelevant for the ranking
currency Ranks are based on current data
Indicators are updated every six-months with data collection being performed in 
January and July, weeks before final publication
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The Webometrics weighting model
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Regional performance
Ranking Web, Jan’14
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How to improve?: Two approaches
Personal pages
Academic freedom
Contents diversity
Beyond the CV
Full texts
Commitments
TOP-DOWNBOTTOM-UP
Transparency
Branding
Leadership
Distributed responsibilities
Design
Homepage
CMS
Repository
Super-sites / Portals
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Leadership and web domains crazyness
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pedagoski.unsa.ba ?
politickh.unsa.ba ?
filozofski.unsa.ba ?
veterinarski.unsa.ba ?
Presence and positioning
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More examples
999th Web Presence Rank
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Google Scholar
17
Open Access Repositories
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Personal pages
A personal page should consists of 
at least several dozens webpages
Google Scholar Citations: “Personal” web pages
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Visibility: Backlinks & Domains
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kcus.ba
ukctuzla.ba
ingeb.ba
Indicator of Excellence: Top 10% most cited
Problems detected
and some proposals
Branding Faculties with independent domain 
A high level of autonomy is possible for the faculties, but having different domains is confusing 
for third parties and penalizes global web visibility
Openness Lack of Open Access Repository
The repository is the treasure of the university, it should play a central role for controlling, 
evaluating and disseminating research results
Internationalizat
ion
More contents in English
For international students, research colleagues, marketing purposes but using besides not 
instead of local language(s)
Greatness Personal commitment
Everybody (scholars, researchers, managers, technicians, librarians, students) should contribute 
to web publishing through the promotion of academic freedom expressed in rich personal (group) 
pages
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Why?
World-class Research Excellence 
The World-class status is strongly correlated with a strong performance in research as measured 
by international standards (quality publications in international journals)
Mobility Attracting talent
The future of the HEIs is not longer depending of local students as new learning methods are 
going to detract funds, technological and human resources
Globalization Technology and Knowledge Transfer
Developed industrial, economical or even cultural sectors  are probably located in other regions, 
making (web) publicity of achievements critical for transfer agreements 
Rankings Political (policy/politics) role
Many national governments are using Top 500 (800?) ranked universities in global rankings as a 
guide define the level of quality of the degrees accepted
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What? Where? By Whom?
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Tools to be explored
CMS incl. personal systems
Social Tools and Web 2.0
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Impact in Social Tools
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Summarizing
Research results in 
OPEN ACCESS
Research is the most 
prestigious mission, the 
key for achieving World-
class status
All the academic papers, 
scientific monographs, 
thesis and dissertations, 
conference proceedings 
and similar publications 
should be available from 
the institutional Open 
Access repository
ENGLISH AND local 
language
English is “lingua franca” 
of scholarly 
communication, useful 
also for most of the 
postgraduate schools and 
the internationally 
oriented information
But English is not 
recommended instead of 
local language but 
besides it
Involving EVERYBODY
All the faculty members, 
technicians, librarians, 
post-graduate students 
are candidate web 
editors
The whole structure of 
the university, 
organization, activities, 
knowledge and 
technological results 
should be reflected in the 
websites, mainly by the 
persons in charge of 
each mission
Quality
CONTENTS
International 
CONTENTS
CONTENTS
A lot of!
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Thank you!
Questions?
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